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Abstract

Catalogs of microseismicity are routinely compiled at geothermal reservoirs and
provide valuable insights into reservoir structure and fluid movement. Hypocen-
tral locations are typically used to infer the orientations of structures and con-
strain the extent of the permeable reservoir. However, frequency-magnitude
distributions may contain additional, and underused, information about the dis-
tribution of pressure. Here, we present a four-year catalog of seismicity for the
Rotokawa geothermal field in the central Taupō Volcanic Zone, New Zealand
starting two years after the commissioning of the 140 MWe Nga Awa Purua
power station. Using waveform-correlation-based signal detection we double
the size of the previous earthquake catalog, refine the location and orienta-
tion of two reservoir faults and identify a new structure. We find the rate of
seismicity to be insensitive to major changes in injection strategy during the
study period, including the injectivity decline and shift of injection away from
the dominant injector, RK24. We also map the spatial distribution of the earth-
quake frequency-magnitude distribution, or b-value, and show that it increases
from ∼1.0 to ∼1.5 with increasing depth below the reservoir. As has been
proposed at other reservoirs, we infer that these spatial variations reflect the
distribution of pressure in the reservoir, where areas of high b-value correspond
to areas of high pore-fluid pressure and a broad distribution of activated frac-
tures. This analysis is not routinely conducted by geothermal operators but
shows promise for using earthquake b-value as an additional tool for reservoir
monitoring and management.

Keywords: Induced seismicity, fluid injection, b-value, geothermal, New
Zealand
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1. Introduction

Geothermal operators routinely monitor the rates and locations of micro-
seismic activity at developed reservoirs. Typically, the location of seismicity
is assumed to correlate with regions where pore-fluid pressure has been artifi-
cially elevated by fluid injection (e.g. Sherburn et al., 2015; Garcia et al., 2016,5

but see Riffault et al., 2018). In turn, these areas are assumed to correspond to
major flow pathways in the reservoir, which are of paramount importance in un-
derstanding reservoir dynamics and planning injection/extraction well targets.
In addition, reservoir structures can be accurately imaged from high-precision
earthquake hypocentral locations, as can the extent of the permeable reservoir10

(e.g. Garcia et al., 2016; Kwiatek et al., 2014; Mart́ınez-Garzón et al., 2014).
However, much of the information contained in even a basic earthquake

catalog can go unused by reservoir managers. In particular, while earthquake
magnitudes are often used to characterize the risk of large-magnitude induced
seismicity, this information goes relatively unused from the standpoint of reser-15

voir characterization. In a limited number of cases, the relative abundance of
small- and large-magnitude events (usually described by the parameter b), has
been used to infer reservoir properties such as pore-fluid pressure and the ex-
tent of fracturing. For example, Bachmann et al. (2012) modeled b-value and
pore-fluid pressure for the case of the Basel enhanced geothermal injection well,20

showing that, from a theoretical standpoint, b is expected to decrease exponen-
tially with distance from a given injection point, but that b actually increased
between the wellbore and 200 m.

In this paper we focus on the Rotokawa geothermal field in the central Taupō
Volcanic Zone (TVZ) of New Zealand. The field was initially developed in 199725

but has since undergone large-scale development, most notably the commission-
ing of the 140 MWe Nga Awa Purua (NAP) plant in 2010 (McNamara et al.,
2016). The seismic dataset analyzed here (2012–2015) spans a period of stabi-
lization, during which the reservoir was equilibrating to the increased extraction
required by the installation of NAP. We use a matched-filter earthquake detec-30

tion technique to substantially increase the number of events in our catalog
relative to standard, automatic detection. We then calculate magnitudes for
the newly-detected events, again using a waveform correlation-based technique,
before precisely relocating each event.

The Rotokawa reservoir has been extensively studied over its two decades of35

development. The current understanding of the reservoir is based on research by
a number of groups who have identified at least four compartments, which are
likely bounded by several faults acting as barriers to inter-compartment fluid
flow (Sewell et al., 2015a; Addison et al., 2017; Wallis et al., 2013). Previous
studies of microseismicity at Rotokawa have been used to constrain the location40

of one of these structures, the Central Field Fault (CFF), but as seismicity only
occurs in the injection field, these studies have not revealed structures in other
parts of the reservoir (Sherburn et al., 2015; Sewell et al., 2015b).

In the following analyses, we compare our catalog to those of previous stud-
ies of microseismicity at Rotokawa (Sewell et al., 2015b; Sherburn et al., 2015)45
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and relate the rate and location of seismicity to changes in injection strategy.
We also map the frequency-magnitude distribution (b-value) within the field,
something which has not been done at Rotokawa before. When combined with
high-precision locations, the complex patterns in b-value show potential for map-
ping pore-pressure and/or fracturing extent at reservoir scale.50

1.1. Rotokawa resource development

As with most of the TVZ geothermal fields, the existence of the Rotokawa re-
source was originally verified through a New Zealand government-funded drilling
program starting in the 1960’s (Cole and Legmann, 1998). The first resource
consent was granted to the Tauhara No. 2 Trust and various other entities55

in 1993. Electricity generation began in 1997 with the installation of the 24
MWe Rotokawa A (RGEN) combined-cycle power plant (Legmann and Sulli-
van, 2003). In 2000, Mercury NZ Ltd. (then trading as Mighty River Power)
combined with the Tauhara No. 2 Trust to form the Rotokawa Joint Venture,
which continues to oversee development at Rotokawa (Legmann and Sullivan,60

2003).
Prior to 2005, reinjection at Rotokawa took place at depths of <1000 m

(Sewell et al., 2015a) but was moved to greater depths (1000–3000 m) due to
pressure buildup in the shallow injection zone (McNamara et al., 2016). Addi-
tional resource consents were granted to the Rotokawa Joint Venture in 2007,65

prompting the drilling of 16 additional wells (RK19–RK35) and culminating in
the commissioning of the NAP plant in 2010. This brought the total installed
capacity at Rotokawa to 174 MWe fed by 60,000–65,000 tons/day of fluid from
the reservoir (McNamara et al., 2016). The additional information provided by
the new wells allowed for significant improvements to the reservoir conceptual70

model detailed by Sewell et al. (2015a) and McNamara et al. (2016).

1.2. Rotokawa operations changes

The dataset analyzed in this work spans the four years starting in 2012 and
ending at the end of 2015. During this period, little new development was un-
dertaken at Rotokawa as the resource was adjusting to the significant increase75

in production associated with the commissioning of NAP in 2010. Changes in
injection and production are therefore more subtle than those analyzed at the
nearby Ngatamariki field for the same period, where more substantial changes
were associated with well stimulation and power plant commissioning (Clear-
water et al., 2015; Hopp et al., 2019). Table 1 contains periods identified by the80

operator, Mercury, from 2012–2015 during which the character of seismicity may
help address various outstanding questions about the nature of the reservoir.

As is typically the case for produced reservoirs of any type (e.g. natural gas,
oil, geothermal), seismicity at Rotokawa is caused predominantly by the injec-
tion, not the extraction, of fluids. This is because injection increases pore fluid85

pressure, thereby destabilizing fracture networks, whereas extraction achieves
the opposite, although stress changes induced by the removal of reservoir vol-
ume are capable of triggering earthquakes (Segall, 1989; National Academy of
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Figure 1: Overview of the Rotokawa geothermal field. The top right panel shows the location
of the field on the North Island of New Zealand (yellow star). The top left panel shows the
resistivity boundary of the field in yellow and injection and production wells in blue and
red, respectively. Solid black lines are active faults. The lower panel shows a closeup of the
field, with the well names labeled and the modeled surface traces of the three known faults
(PFF, CFF, IFF) shown as black dotted lines. The white dot-dashed line shows the extent
of significant seismicity from 2008–2012, as reported by Sherburn et al. (2015). There are
four known compartments in the Rotokawa reservoir shown as colored polygons. Each is
semi-isolated from the others by either a permeability contrast or impermeable barrier (i.e.
a fault). The production field comprises three compartments, the west, central and north
(green, blue and red, respectively). The injection field is shaded in purple and is a separate
compartment.
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Field Operation Start End

Rotokawa RK24 injectivity decline 2012 2013
Rotokawa Switch of injection: RK24–RK23 2014-6 2014-7
Rotokawa RK34 drilling losses 2014-9 2014-11
Rotokawa Plant shutdowns and startups 2012–2015 2012–2015

Table 1: Periods of interest in 2012–2015

Sciences, 2013). For this reason, the periods defined by Mercury correspond
predominantly to changes in injection operations. The first two periods listed90

in Table 1 correspond to a period of injectivity decline in the dominant injection
well RK24 (Figure 1) due to an unknown cause. In response to the well’s de-
clining ability to accept injectate from the power plants, excess fluid was shifted
to well RK23 (Figure 1).

From September to November 2014, Mercury drilled an additional produc-95

tion well, RK34. At reservoir depths, the drilling operation sustained full fluid
losses. Similar drilling losses induced a large number of seismic events during
drilling in southern Ngatamariki (Hopp et al., 2019) and may have had a similar
effect at Rotokawa. Finally, swarm-like behavior (defined as any day on which
more than 15 events occurred) has been observed at Rotokawa in the past and100

is thought to be related to pressure perturbations induced by power plant shut-
down and startup during regular maintenance operations (Sewell et al., 2015b).

The fluid injected at Rotokawa varies by application and between individual
wells. For instance, during the drilling of RK34, the drilling fluid was composed
predominantly of water at an ambient temperature of 10–20°C. During standard105

plant operations, the injectate at each injection well is either condensate (the
product of cooling the steam used to turn the turbines), concentrated brine
(brine from which condensate has been removed), or some combination of these
end members. During most of the study period, brine and condensate from NAP
were injected into RK23-24, while fluid from RGEN was injected into RK20.110

Depending on the mixture, fluid entered the injection wells at a temperature of
between ∼ 40°C and 130°C.

1.3. Reservoir model

The hydrogeological behavior of the Rotokawa reservoir is strongly influenced
by three regional NE–SW-striking faults, each named for its location relative115

to the injection or production field. From east to west they are: the Injection
Field Fault (IFF), Central Field Fault and Production Field Fault (PFF) (Wallis
et al., 2013, Figure 1). The existence and orientation of these faults are known
from well cuttings that show vertical offsets in the top of the Rotokawa Andesite
(and other units) between wells. The CFF, for instance, is interpreted to have a120

throw of nearly 400–500 m between the injection and production wells, while the
IFF and PFF have accommodated vertical displacements of 250–350 m (Wallis
et al., 2013). Several independent datasets have been used to corroborate the
presence of these faults, including tracer returns (Addison et al., 2015, 2017),
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pressure compartmentalization (Quinao et al., 2013; Sewell et al., 2015a) and125

previous studies of microseismicity (Sherburn et al., 2015; Sewell et al., 2015b).
Lateral pressure gradients within the Rotokawa reservoir of as much as ∼8

MPa/km indicate that it is made up of several discrete compartments that either
have different permeabilities or are separated by structures that act as cross-
strike flow barriers (Quinao et al., 2013; Sewell et al., 2015a). The three major130

faults mentioned above act either as barriers between these compartments or as
conduits for fluid flow within compartments. Slow or nonexistent tracer returns
from injection to production indicate that the CFF is such a barrier, isolating
the injection compartment from each of the production compartments (Figure
1). However, this isolation is not constant along the strike of the CFF (Addison135

et al., 2017). Current modeling by Mercury suggests that a ‘leaky’ connection
exists between the main injection well, RK24 and the central production wells
(RK5, RK14, RK29; blue polygon in Figure 1), which provides pressure support
to these production wells. This pressure support is not present in the western
(4.2 MPa drawdown) or northern (3 MPa drawdown) production field compart-140

ments (green and red, respectively in Figure 1; Quinao et al., 2013; Addison
et al., 2017).

Strong pressure connection between the wells within the western production
compartment suggests that the PFF acts as an along-strike fluid conduit, trans-
mitting pressure signals quickly to distances of as much as a kilometer (Quinao145

et al., 2013; Sewell et al., 2015a; McNamara et al., 2016). These pressure ob-
servations are well correlated with the geologic offsets observed in the borehole
cuttings mentioned above (Wallis et al., 2013).

There is less evidence to indicate what role the IFF plays in reservoir behav-
ior. Some evidence suggests that there is a pressure connection between wells150

RK20, RK23 and RK24, implying that the three boreholes are located in a sin-
gle reservoir compartment (Quinao et al., 2013). However, vertical stratigraphic
offsets (250–300 m) between RK23 and boreholes RK20 and RK24 indicate that
RK23 lies to the east of a significant structure (i.e. the IFF) whereas RK20 and
RK24 lie to the west (Wallis et al., 2013). In addition, bottom-hole tempera-155

tures in RK20/24 are ∼40°C higher than in RK23, only ∼500 m away, indicating
a lateral variation in reservoir properties between the wells (e.g. permeability).
In this work we adopt the interpretation of Wallis et al. (2013) that places the
IFF between boreholes RK20/RK24 and RK23.

1.4. Previous work160

The Taupō Volcanic Zone is a region of backarc extension associated with
the westward subduction of the Pacific Plate beneath the North Island of New
Zealand (at ∼45 mm/yr; Cole and Lewis, 1981; Wilson et al., 1995; DeMets
et al., 1994). Within the overriding Australian Plate, the rate of NW–SE spread-
ing ranges from 15 mm/yr in the north to <5 mm/yr in the south (Wallace,165

2004), most of which is accommodated within the Taupō Fault Belt (TFB),
which lies just to the NW of Rotokawa (Villamor et al., 2011). This extension
constitutes the main driving force for seismicity in the region, most of which
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occurs within the TFB at rates and magnitudes similar to or exceeding that of
the seismicity within the geothermal fields (Sherburn et al., 2015).170

Previous studies of the seismicity at Rotokawa were conducted for the years
2008–2012 by GNS Science and Mercury (Sherburn et al., 2015; Sewell et al.,
2015b) and as part of a Master’s thesis at Victoria University of Wellington
(Rawlinson, 2011). These studies revealed a pattern of seismicity that shifted
with time as the injection and production strategies evolved in response to field175

development and reservoir understanding. As of the end of 2012, Sherburn
et al. (2015) identified the currently-active area of seismicity as that bounded
by the white, dot-dashed diamond shown in Figure 1. This cluster of seismicity
occurred at the approximate depth of the permeable zones in wells RK20, RK23
and RK24, which together accounted for nearly all of the deep injection into the180

Rotokawa reservoir at the time. This cluster was inferred to be bounded to the
northwest by the CFF (Figure 1), corroborating the evidence from tracer testing
that fluid flow was impeded across the structure, allowing pressure buildup and
reservoir cooling east of the fault and inducing seismicity (Sherburn et al., 2015;
Sewell et al., 2015b).185

Within the reservoir, Sherburn et al. (2015) and Sewell et al. (2015b) cited
the relatively modest wellhead pressures measured in the injection field (<1.5
MPa) as evidence for cooling-dominated, and not pressure-dominated, triggering
of seismicity at Rotokawa. However, stress changes as low as 10−2 MPa have
been shown to trigger seismicity in many settings (Stein, 1999; Keranen and190

Weingarten, 2018). As Sewell et al. (2015b) noted, the large temperature gradi-
ents induced at the injection wells (>180°C) certainly produce stress changes of
tens of MPa within 10–100s of meters of the well, especially when large volumes
are injected over years (Stephens and Voight, 1982). Though the effect of cool-
ing on fracture stability is complex (Jeanne et al., 2015b), these cooling effects195

likely do dominate earthquake triggering close to the injection wells. However,
the occurrence of seismicity beyond a ∼500 m radius and the lack of measurable
cooling at the production wells (including those that receive pressure support
from the injection zone) indicates that other effects, including pore-pressure in-
crease and poroelastic stress transfer, also play a role in earthquake triggering200

at Rotokawa (e.g. Schoenball et al., 2012).

2. Data and methods

2.1. Data

As described in detail by Hopp et al. (2019), the Mercury seismic network
covers an area of approximately 450 km2 surrounding the Rotokawa and Ngata-205

mariki geothermal areas. While most of the instruments are 4.5 Hz Geospace
GS-11D short-period geophones owned by Mercury, we have also incorporated
a number of stations operated by Contact Energy at their nearby Wairakei
geothermal field, as well as three broadband instruments and one short-period
instrument operated by the GeoNet national network (Figure S1). At any one210

time in 2012–2015, as few as 15 and as many as 29 instruments were operational.
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GNS Science, under contract to Mercury, provided the initial earthquake
catalog used in this study. The raw waveform data were collected quarterly
from Mercury’s data loggers and supplemented by data from the GeoNet sta-
tions. Events were automatically detected and located using the SeisComP3215

software package (Weber et al., 2007). We discarded all events located >5 km
outside the bounds of the Rotokawa resistivity boundary (yellow shaded area,
Figure 1), so that a total of 2665 microearthquakes of between ML 0.37 and 3.52
remained. We relocated these events using first the nonlinear location program
NonLinloc (Lomax et al., 2014) and then the double-difference relocation soft-220

ware GrowClust (Trugman and Shearer, 2017) before undertaking the following
analyses.

Production and injection well locations, temperatures, flow rate and pres-
sures were provided by Mercury.

2.2. Matched-filter detection225

We used the matched-filter correlation detection approach described by Hopp
et al. (2019) to increase the number of events included in the GNS Science
earthquake catalog mentioned above. This approach increases the number of
events detected without unduly increasing the rate of false detection and is
well suited to detection at geothermal fields with many noise sources and dense230

clusters of small seismic events.
From the automatically-detected, GNS Science catalog we took only those

events having average pick residuals within one standard deviation of the mean
pick residual for the entire catalog. Each of the resulting 2665 events was used as
a ‘template’ event. Each template consists of one-second-long waveforms, start-235

ing 0.1 seconds before the P-pick. We chose not to use the horizontal channels
after inspection of the GNS automatic S-picks revealed a significant number of
mis-picked arrivals. After applying an anti-aliasing filter, both continuous and
template waveforms were sampled at 50 Hz and filtered from 3.0 to 20.0 Hz.

To generate detections, templates were cross-correlated with continuous data240

at a rate of 50 samples per second. At each epoch, the cross-correlation coef-
ficients for each channel of data were summed to create the network detection
statistic (Shelly et al., 2007). A detection was recorded whenever the detection
statistic exceeded a threshold value, which in this case was defined as the daily
median absolute deviation (MAD) of the detection statistic multiplied by eight245

(as suggested by Shelly et al., 2007; Matson, 2019). Duplicate detection removal
was conducted by looping through all detections in order of descending detec-
tion statistic and removing detections within a user-defined time buffer of two
seconds. We adopted two seconds for the time buffer following a visual review of
template events that revealed numerous cases of near-repeating seismicity with250

inter-event times of 3–5 s.
Visual inspection of a subset of the detection waveforms showed that false

detections occurred at a rate of approximately 1–3 false detections per day.
However, there are too many detections (>100,000) to inspect them all man-
ually. Therefore, we employ a sequence of thresholds based on the correlation255

between the template and detected waveforms in order to exclude lower-quality
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events, thus suppressing the number of false detections in our final catalog.
These thresholds were applied during the location and magnitude calculation
procedures described below. We visually inspected thousands of waveforms from
the final catalog while manually picking first-motion polarities and encountered260

no false detections.

2.3. NonLinLoc locations

For each newly-detected event, P-picks were made at each channel included
in the template via an automated workflow. For each station, the template
and detected waveforms were correlated over a 0.2 second window centered265

on the detection time. Picks were recorded at the time corresponding to the
highest correlation value within that window. If the correlation value of the
template and detected waveform fell below 0.4, the pick was discarded. We
then discarded those events with five or fewer picks. For the remaining events,
we made automatic S-picks using the method developed by Diehl et al. (2009)270

and modified by Castellazzi et al. (2015), a process detailed by Mroczek et al.
(2019). We located the remaining events with the nonlinear location program
NonLinLoc (Lomax et al., 2014) using a preliminary 1-D model computed with
VELEST (Kissling et al., 1994; Sewell et al., 2017, Table S2).

2.4. Magnitudes275

We calculated magnitudes for each of the newly-detected events using an
approach originally developed by Shelly et al. (2016). The specific approach
used here was described in detail by Hopp et al. (2019) and relies on the as-
sumption that the relative amplitude between a template event (for which a
magnitude had been calculated by GNS Science) and the detected event repre-280

sents their relative moment. This relative moment can then be used to calculate
the magnitude of the detected event.

We calculated relative amplitudes only when the cross-correlation coefficient
between the template and detection exceeded 0.6 at any given station. For event
pairs with a minimum of four common stations exceeding the correlation thresh-285

old, we calculated the relative moment as the median of the relative amplitudes,
following Shelly et al. (2016). This procedure left 25,148 events with calculated
magnitudes. As the relative amplitudes are calculated from waveforms recorded
at the same station, there is no need to remove the instrument response.

We used the local magnitude (ML) of each template to calibrate the relative290

moment calculations from the method above and produce ML estimates for
each detection. This was done by first converting the template ML to moment
magnitude (Mw) using the scaling relationship

ML = 0.97Mw + 0.14 (1)

determined for locally detected, shallow New Zealand earthquakes (Ristau et al.,
2016) and then converting to seismic moment using the well-known relation295
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(Hanks and Kanamori, 1979)

Mw =
2

3
log10M0 − 9 (2)

Knowing the relative moment of the template event from the procedure out-
lined above, we then determined the relationship between the relative moments
and actual moment, which allowed us to convert relative moments to Mw and
then back to ML using Equation 1. After applying this methodology, 28,414300

events remained in our catalog.

2.5. GrowClust locations

The catalog was relocated using the double-difference relocation program
GrowClust (Trugman and Shearer, 2017) using the same 1D velocity model used
in the NonLinLoc relocation above. A detailed comparison of the NonLinLoc305

and GrowClust locations can be found in Hopp (2019). Differential travel times
were generated using the Python package hypoDDpy (Krischer, 2015) with a
1 s correlation window, a maximum time shift of 0.2 s and a minimum cross-
correlation value of 0.6. Here we chose a longer correlation window of 1 s
than for the arrival time picking detailed in Section 2.3 and a higher correlation310

threshold (the same as used for the magnitude calculation above) to ensure only
the best-correlated subset of picks were used for differential time calculations.
These picks were visually verified using the obspy function, xcorr pick correction
(Team, 2019). We were able to relocate nearly 6500 events using this method.
Further details were provided by Hopp (2019), including comparisons of the two315

location methods.

2.6. b-value calculation

The frequency-magnitude relationship for earthquake catalogs is a power-law
distribution described by Gutenberg and Richter (1942) as

logN = a− bM (3)

where a increases with the number of earthquakes in the catalog, b describes the320

distribution of earthquake magnitudes above the catalog magnitude of complete-
ness (Mc) and N is the number of events larger than magnitude M . We calculate
Mc for the catalogs presented here following the methodology of Wiemer (2000).
For a range of Mc values, a and b are determined for our earthquake catalog and
an idealized synthetic distribution is constructed with the same a and b values.325

The absolute difference between the synthetic and measured distributions given
by Wiemer (2000) is:

R(a, b,Mi) = 100−

(∑Mmax

Mi
|Bi − Si|∑
iBi

100

)
(4)

where Mmax is the maximum observed magnitude and Bi and Si are the ob-
served and predicted number of events in a given magnitude bin, i. This residual
is then minimized to find the most appropriate Mc (Figure 2).330
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Figure 2: Illustration of the magnitude of completeness calculation developed by Wiemer
(2000). Black dots indicate the normalized, absolute difference between the observed and
theoretical distribution of events for a given Mc and b-value (shown here divided by 10 to
better fit the plot). Blue dots show the total number of events used for the fit at each
magnitude of completeness and red dots show the corresponding b-value.

We map b-value spatially using the approach described by Bachmann et al.
(2012), whereby, for each event in the GrowClust-relocated catalog (which they
refer to as a ‘focus’), the nearest n events are selected and Mc is calculated for
this subset, which we call a ”sub-catalog”. During initial testing of this proce-
dure, b and Mc exhibited colinear behavior, implying that we were introducing
a bias wherein a spatially varying Mc led to a varying b-value. To eliminate
this bias, we compare the Mc of each sub-catalog with that of the catalog as
a whole (0.74). If the sub-catalog Mc is greater than that of the entire cata-
log, we discard it. If the sub-catalog Mc is less than that of the entire catalog,
we then enforce an Mc of 0.74. If the number of events larger than Mc=0.74
exceeds a threshold, the b-value is calculated and mapped to the focus event’s
location using the maximum-likelihood method such that (Aki, 1965; Shi and
Bolt, 1982).

b = log e
1

M̄ −Mc
(5)

where M̄ is the mean magnitude of the events larger than the magnitude of
completeness, Mc. Bachmann et al. (2012) map the b-value for the 150 nearest
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events, with a threshold of 25 events greater than Mc. Here we use the nearest
300 events with a minimum threshold of 100 events above Mc.

This method introduces a potential bias due to the fact that each of the focus-335

centered subcatalogs will occupy a different volume of the crust than the last.
As a larger volume of crust is considered, the probability of intersecting a feature
that might disrupt the fractal scaling of fracture sizes (e.g. a structure longer
than the maximum dimension of the volume of the catalog or a geologic contact)
increases, possibly skewing the b-value (Langenbruch and Shapiro, 2014). For340

the case of Rotokawa, as shown in Figure S2, there is a weak negative correlation
between b-value and the volume occupied by the catalog. Those sub-catalogs
with the mean volume of ∼ 1.72× 108 m3 (i.e. a sphere with a radius of ∼500
m) have a wide range of b-values (∼0.8–1.5), indicating that b-value variation is
likely controlled by factors other than catalog volume.345

One possible, yet poorly understood, complication in calculating b-values
for our catalog arises from the use of the matched-filter detection routine. A
template event can only detect events with the same (or highly similar) location
and fault plane solution. Therefore, if an event occurs in a location and/or with a
focal mechanism solution for which there is no analog in the template catalog, it350

will go undetected. This may give rise to a bias in the final matched-filter catalog
that would increase the uncertainty in calculating Mc and b-value. For the case
of Ngatamariki and Rotokawa, although our template catalog was filtered to
exclude events with high pick residuals (and therefore unreliable locations), we
do not appear to have introduced any spatial bias, as shown by the similar355

distribution of template events relative to the raw, unfiltered catalog (compare
Figure 3 to Figure S3). Also, because the template events were drawn from the
exact time span over which we conducted the correlation detection, we do not
anticipate having introduced a temporal bias.

The final possible bias is that the template catalog is devoid of events with360

a particular focal mechanism. Assuming a lack of other biases, as stated above,
this would require that a particular mechanism occurred only at small magni-
tudes below the original amplitude-based detection threshold (Mc ∼ 0.7). How-
ever, due to the elevated pore-pressures present at actively-produced geothermal
fields, we envisage a scenario in which a variety of fracture orientations are ac-365

tivated. This means that the potential focal-solution space within the reservoir
stress field should be relatively well sampled in the template catalog. For a
particular focal mechanism solution to be missing from the template catalog,
it would likely need to have been smaller than ML 0.7 and on a fracture ori-
ented differently from the dominant NE–SW striking pattern in the reservoirs.370

As such events are below Mc, they would not affect the frequency-magnitude
distribution.

3. Results

3.1. Locations

The GrowClust relocations of the final 6479 events are shown in Figure375

3. Hopp (2019) detailed the differences in locations between GrowClust and
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Nonlinloc. From a field-wide perspective, the locations of earthquakes differ
little from those presented by Sherburn et al. (2015) and Sewell et al. (2015b).
The area of seismicity identified in both those studies is overlain on Figure 3
(black dot-dashed diamond) for comparison and broadly agrees with the extent380

of the densest seismicity in our catalog. Most events occur in the northeastern
portion of the field, between the northern injection wells (RK20, RK23, RK24;
Figure 1) and the northern production wells (RK13, RK14, RK25, RK29, RK30;
Figure 1), with some events extending further towards the north and east. The
northwest portion of the field, north of the Waikato River, as well as the southern385

injection zone (near wells RK21–22) exhibits little seismicity. Within the area
of densest seismicity, however, our catalog more clearly reveals subclusters and
structure than previous studies (Sherburn et al., 2015).

Figure 3: Seismicity at Rotokawa for the years 2012–2015 colored by date of occurrence and
scaled by magnitude. All GrowClust-relocated events are shown. Blue events occurred earlier
in the dataset and pink events occurred later. Four cross sections are plotted to show the
depth distribution of seismicity and their surface projections are shown in map view. The
dot-dashed diamond indicates the area of dense seismicity identified by Sherburn et al., 2015;
Sewell et al., 2015b for the 2008–2012 catalog.
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3.2. Magnitudes

In Figure 4a, we show the frequency-magnitude distribution for the GNS390

Science template events (dashed; b =1.11±0.02), matched-filter-detected events
(solid, black; b =1.27±0.01) and GrowClust-relocated events (solid, red;
b =1.10±0.02). Comparable b-values have been observed in areas of hydrother-
mal activity worldwide, including at the Ngatamariki geothermal field, located
∼7 km to the north (Figures 4b and S3) (e.g. Bachmann et al., 2012; Wiemer and395

McNutt, 1997; Dinske and Shapiro, 2012; Hopp et al., 2019). However, cases of
fluid-induced b values well below 1 have also been observed (for instance b = 0.73
at Pohang, South Korea Ellsworth et al., 2019).

The matched-filter catalog has a larger b-value than either the template cat-
alog or the final GrowClust-located catalog. We interpret this as an indication400

that the template catalog was not complete to the calculated Mc (0.58) and
that the matched-filter detection routine augmented the lower-magnitude por-
tions of the catalog with events that had evaded amplitude-based detection due
to high noise levels. The GrowClust-located catalog contains fewer of these
lower-magnitude events than the full matched-filter catalog and more than the405

template catalog. This is likely because low-amplitude waveforms are more
poorly correlated with other events, a measure that GrowClust uses to cluster
events. If an event belongs to its own cluster in the GrowClust algorithm, it does
not get relocated, and is therefore not included in our final catalog (Trugman
and Shearer, 2017).410

In areas of active volcanism, as well as in both hydrocarbon and geothermal
reservoir settings, b-values far exceeding 1.0 (or even 2.0) are commonly reported
(e.g. Dinske and Shapiro, 2012; Shapiro et al., 2011). In general, b-values above
1.0 have been attributed to the presence of fluids, high pore-fluid pressures and
geologic complexity (Wiemer, 2000; Langenbruch and Shapiro, 2014). Elevat-415

ing the pore pressure allows fractures to fail that are not optimally-oriented
in the local stress field. These fractures experience smaller differential stress
than those which are critically stressed, and may therefore produce smaller-
magnitude earthquakes when they fail (Bachmann et al., 2012). It has also
been suggested that the presence of a strong thermal gradient (e.g. related to420

a magmatic intrusion or injection of cold water) could aid in development of
small, tensional fractures (Warren and Latham, 1970), thereby increasing the
population of small fractures, which can only fail in small-magnitude events.
Both the elevation of pore pressure and the application of a strong thermal gra-
dient may increase the frequency of small-magnitude seismic slip and therefore425

raise the b-value above typical values of ∼1.0. Figure 4b also shows the b-value
at Rotokawa in comparison to the values for the two clusters of seismicity at
the nearby Ngatamariki geothermal field calculated by Hopp et al. (2019).

4. Discussion

4.1. Compartmentalization430

As shown in Figure 1 and discussed in Section 1.3, the Rotokawa reservoir
is known to be disected into a number of compartments, at least three in the
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Figure 4: Top panel: Frequency-magnitude distributions for the GNS Science (dotted),
matched-filter-detected (solid, black) and GrowClust-relocated (solid, red) catalogs at Ro-
tokawa from 2012–2015. The calculated magnitude of completeness and b-value are indicated
and color coded to each catalog. Bottom panel: Frequency-magnitude distributions for the
full matched-filter catalog at Rotokawa compared to northern and southern Ngatamariki. The
Mc and b-value for each catalog are noted in the top right, color coded to the corresponding
curves. All curves represent the cumulative number of earthquakes above a given magnitude.

production field and one in the injection field. Seismicity patterns are of limited
use in delineating the borders of the production field compartments because
relatively few earthquakes occur in that portion of the field. However, our435

relocations (Figures 3 and 5) impose further constraints on the locations of
the Central Field Fault (CFF) and the Injection Field Fault, and may provide
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evidence for previously unidentified subcompartments within the injection field.
There are at least two NE–SW-striking sub-linear features revealed by this

catalog, outlined and labeled in bold red in Figure 5. One feature lies between440

the injection and production fields with an arcuate shape, concave towards the
southeast. This structure is likely the CFF as it sits between the injection field
and the central production compartment, as previously modeled by Wallis et al.
(2013). The other structure strikes NE–SW between wells RK20/24 and well
RK23, and extends towards the northeast. We therefore interpret this to be445

the IFF, again due to the consistency of its location with known geologic and
temperature offsets. The IFF was not previously imaged by microseismicity, nor
has the offset between what appear to be CFF-related and IFF-related events
been previously identified (Sherburn et al., 2015). There are three possible
reasons for this:450

1. We are able to more clearly define structures as a result of the larger
number of events in our catalog;

2. The location changes may actually reflect reservoir-scale changes in per-
meability and fluid flow between 2012 and the end of 2015;

3. The different location algorithms used in the most recent previous study455

(TomoDD) (Sherburn et al., 2015) and this one (GrowClust) and their
differing treatment of the velocity model (3D vs 1D) produced different
location results

We cannot rule out the possibility of large-scale migrations in the seismically-
active portion of the reservoir. For example, deepening of seismicity has been460

observed at The Geysers geothermal field (e.g. Mart́ınez-Garzón et al., 2014;
Jeanne et al., 2015a). However, the change in algorithm and velocity model
treatment almost certainly contribute to the location discrepancy between cat-
alogs.

A third potential structure is outlined in dotted red striking NW–SE (Figure465

5). This feature is less distinct than the CFF and IFF and we are less confident
about its existence. Furthermore, no major cross-strike (NW–SE) structures
have been identified from offsets in well cuttings. However, along-strike vari-
ations in pressure drawdown and tracer returns do indicate that the reservoir
is likely divided not only by NE–SW-striking structures, but also by NW–SE-470

striking structures (Sewell et al., 2015a; Quinao et al., 2013). Specifically, the
contrast between the >4 MPa drawdown in the western production field (green
box, Figure 1) and the 3 MPa drawdown at the northern production wells (red
box, Figure 1) suggests the existence of NW–SE structures.

The following analysis is based on the hypothesis that pressure differen-475

tials between compartments may exhibit as variations in seismic characteristics.
Therefore, we have divided the area of densest seismicity into three potential
compartments bounded loosely by the inferred locations of the major faults
and the potential NE–SW structure mentioned above (Figure 5). The light blue
polygon in Figure 5 will be referred to as the western compartment and the coral480

and pink polygons will be referred to as the northeastern and southeastern com-
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partments, respectively. These divisions are based on hypocentral locations only
and constitute potential compartments that have not been identified previously.

4.2. Compartment characteristics

To begin analyzing the spatial variation in seismicity at Rotokawa, we plot485

the cumulative number of events, the normalized (by the total number) cumu-
lative number of events (Figure 6a-b) and the frequency-magnitude distribution
(Figure 6c) in each compartment defined in Figure 5. Panels a and b do not
reveal striking differences in the rates of seismicity between compartments, with
the exception of an increased rate of events in the northeast compartment (coral-490

colored) relative to the others at the end of 2012, which will be investigated in
Section 5. However, panel c reveals a significant variation in b-value between
compartments. While the western and northeastern compartments have b-values
of 0.99±0.03 and 0.88±0.04, respectively, the b-value in the southeast compart-
ment is markedly higher (1.18±0.04). Given that the southeast compartment495

is the closest to the main injection wells (RK20, RK23 and RK24), this may
suggest that the b-value at Rotokawa is related to pore-fluid pressure, which
is most elevated near injection wells. A similar, but stronger, effect was ob-
served by Bachmann et al. (2012) at the Basel injection site in Switzerland,
who found b-values exceeding 2.0 near the injection interval, albeit for wellhead500

pressures an order of magnitude higher (30 MPa) than used at Rotokawa (<2
MPa) (Häring et al., 2008).

As addressed in Section 2.6, the b-value for the template catalog is lower
than for the GrowClust-relocated catalog. A similar effect is observed when
the template catalog is divided into the same compartments as in Figure 6c.505

Thus, while the difference in b-value between template and GrowClust-relocated
catalogs is ∼0.1–0.2, the variations in b-value between compartments remain,
with the southeastern compartment exhibiting a significantly higher b-value than
either the western or northeast compartments (Figure S4).

To test the significance of the compartment b-value variations, we use the510

approach of Utsu (1999) whereby the probability that any two sub-catalogs
come from the same population is given as (Wiemer et al., 1998)

P ≈ exp(−dA/2− 2) (6)

Here, dA is the difference in the Akaike Information Criterion between the null
hypothesis (i.e. both catalogs have the same b-value) and the hypothesis that
their b-values are distinct. In detail,515

dA = −2 lnN + 2N1 lnN1 +N2b1/b2 + 2N2 lnN1b2/b1 +N2 − 2 (7)

where N1 and N2 are the number of events in the two catalogs being compared,
N = N1 +N2 and b1 and b2 are the b-values of the individual catalogs.

Using this method, we find that elevated b-value in the southeast compart-
ment is significant at the 99.98% level or greater relative to those in either of
the western and northeastern compartments.520
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Figure 5: Seismicity at Rotokawa from 2012–2015, relocated with GrowClust. The top panel
shows seismicity as black circles, scaled to each earthquake’s magnitude (as in Figure 3). The
bottom panel shows our interpretation of reservoir structure from the location of seismicity
(red lines). These structures may define reservoir compartments (colored regions). The lo-
cation and orientation of the Central Field Fault and Injection Field Fault (solid red) are
well-constrained by seismicity. In addition, the dotted red line indicates the location of a
possible cross-strike structure north of the injection wells, which may contribute to further
injection-field compartmentalization.
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Figure 6: a) Total and b) normalized cumulative number of earthquakes in each of the
three compartments defined in Figure 5. c) Frequency-magnitude distributions for each of the
compartments.
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5. Temporal variations in seismicity and injection parameters

As outlined in Section 1.2, the Rotokawa reservoir behaved unexpectedly
during specific periods in our dataset that are of particular interest to under-
standing its dynamics. We address these periods below and comment on the
implications for reservoir processes.525

5.1. RK24 injectivity decline

Starting at the beginning of 2012, RK24, the largest injection well by per-
centage of injection at Rotokawa, began to suffer a decline in injectivity, mean-
ing that it could no longer accept the same volume of fluid for a given wellhead
pressure (Figure 7). This is a significant issue because economical power plant530

operation requires a specific enthalpy from a reservoir, and therefore a specific
quantity of fluid to be extracted and reinjected. If a well cannot accept the
fluid budgeted for it, that fluid must be disposed of elsewhere, which can have
negative implications for resource management. In the case of RK24, the fluid
was shifted to both shallow injection well RK12 and deep injection well RK23,535

which injects into the reservoir on the opposite side of the IFF from RK24.
As the feedzones at RK24 (and RK20) are located to the west of the IFF and

may therefore be hydraulically better-connected to the western compartment
(Figure 5), we expect seismicity in the western compartment to respond most
readily to injection changes at these wells. Western compartment seismicity540

and relevant RK24 injection parameters are summarized in Figure 7. Injectivity
begins to decline in the first half of 2012, after which Mercury made the decision
to switch injection away from RK24. The switch can easily be seen as drop in
flow rate, wellhead pressure and injectivity in July 2013 and again in July 2015.

The response of western compartment seismicity to the injectivity decline545

and subsequent decrease in flow at RK24 is subtle or imperceptible. In addi-
tion, the drop in WHP in July 2013 from ∼1.3 to 0.2 MPa does not produce the
expected drop in the rate of seismicity. While the injectivity decline and, in par-
ticular, the subsequent pressure drop might be expected to produce significant
changes in the character of seismicity, there are a number of possible reasons550

why the seismicity did not change. The most significant reason is that RK24 is
not the only injector in this part of the field. Even if the pressure signals be-
tween RK23 and RK24 are isolated by the IFF, RK20 (on the same side of the
fault as RK24) remained a significant injector throughout the dataset, injecting
at a roughly constant rate of 600 t/h and a wellhead pressure of approximately555

0.4 MPa. This may have provided enough pressure support in this section of the
reservoir to continue to induce seismicity at close to previous rates. In addition,
even as pressure had dropped at RK24, the injection rate was still ∼800 t/h.
As Sherburn et al. (2015) and Sewell et al. (2015b) have assumed, Rotokawa
seismicity is likely affected more by stress changes induced by reservoir cooling560

than reservoir pressure increases, especially near the well. The results in Figure
7 support this view as seismicity seems insensitive to pressure perturbations of
as much as 1 MPa at the wellhead.
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Figure 7: Seismicity in the western compartment compared to borehole parameters for well
RK24 (also in the western compartment). The top panel shows the cumulative number of
events (green dot-dashed) with injectivity at RK24 (blue). The middle panel shows the weekly
rate of seismicity in the western compartment. The bottom panel shows both flow rate (dark
gray) and wellhead pressure (yellow). Red shaded regions in all panels indicate the periods
during which the power plants were shut down for maintenance, which have been recognized
previously as periods of potentially heightened seismicity.
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5.2. RK23 halt and restart

Most of the excess injection displaced by the RK24 injectivity decline was565

accounted for by shallow injection into well RK12 (in the current production
field) and deep injection into RK23. Prior to this, RK23 was being used as an
injector for RGEN condensate until late 2012, when it was shut for 8 months
(gray bar, Figure 8) before injection of NAP brine resumed (Addison et al.,
2017). In Figure 8, we plot characteristics of seismicity in the compartments570

that we interpret to be east of the IFF, where the pressure signal from RK23
is assumed to be the strongest. As with the western compartment, the rate
of seismicity is mostly constant over time. Interestingly, the northeast com-
partment, furthest from RK23, experienced an increase in the rate of seismicity
during the 8 months when no injection was occurring at the well, whereas the575

southeast compartment did not (Figure 8). This increased rate of seismicity
(2–10 events/week) is still significantly lower than in the compartment near the
well (5–20 events/week), but it is unclear why seismicity further from the well
would respond more strongly to a pressure perturbation than seismicity nearer
to the well.580

5.3. Aseismic injection: RK34 drilling and RK21/RK22

One new well, RK34, was drilled at Rotokawa during our study period.
Although RK34 drilling incurred full fluid losses at reservoir depths, there was no
discernible response in seismicity near the well, or anywhere else in the reservoir.
This behavior is distinct from the similar case of NM10 drilling in Ngatamariki585

the year before, which induced a significant number of events (Hopp et al.,
2019). However, aseismic injection is common at Rotokawa and Ngatamariki
in general (Sewell et al., 2015b). For instance, drilling and stimulation at well
NM09 in Ngatamariki was largely aseismic, and injection into the southwestern
injection wells, RK21/RK22, at Rotokawa has historically been aseismic (Hopp590

et al., 2019; Sewell et al., 2015b).
The case of RK21 and RK22 is particularly puzzling, because RK21 was

used as the dominant injection well from NAP startup (>1000 t/h) until 2011,
but seismicity has never been observed in this section of the field (Sewell et al.,
2015b). What is more, temperature and permeability in RK21 and RK22 are595

highly similar to RK20/RK24. Why, then, does seismicity occur at one and not
the other? Modeling at the Geysers geothermal fields has shown that density-
driven, downward flow can stabilize the reservoir fracture network in regions
where σ1 is vertical (Jeanne et al., 2015a, such as at Rotokawa). Although such
an effect may help explain a lack of near-well seismicity in general, it does not600

account for the discrepancy between wells with such similar characteristics.

6. Spatial b-value variations

Figures 9 and 10 reveal a complex pattern of b within the Rotokawa reservoir.
The higher b-value of the southeastern compartment as a whole, shown in Figure
6c, is also discernible in Figure 9 (map view). However, b is not uniform in space605
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Figure 8: Seismicity in the eastern compartments compared to borehole parameters for RK23.
The top panel shows the cumulative number of events (magenta and coral colored lines) with
injectivity at RK23 (blue). The middle two panels show the weekly rate of seismicity in the
southeastern and northeastern compartments, respectively. The bottom panel shows both
flow rate (blue) and wellhead pressure (green). Red shaded regions in all panels indicate
the periods during which the power plants were shut down for maintenance, which have been
recognized previously as periods of potentially heightened seismicity. The period during which
RK23 was shut in is shaded in gray.
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throughout any of the compartments. Profiles of b-value for all compartments
combined with distance from well RK23 or RK24 are shown in Figure 10c.

If we use the inferred IFF to divide the b-values into eastern and western
compartments, on the basis that the pressure evolution on either side of the
fault would be decoupled, the profiles take the shape of those in Figure 10a and610

b. In the western compartment (Figure 10b), b generally decays with distance
from the well out to approximately 750 m, as predicted by the geomechanical
modeling of Bachmann et al. (2012), but increases from 750 m outwards. East
of the IFF, mean b-value behavior is more complicated, varying between ≈ 1.0
and 1.2 (Figure 10a).615

Figure 9: Spatial variation in b-value at Rotokawa. Events are colored by b-value, calculated
using the nearest 300 events, provided there are at least 100 events greater than Mc = 0.74.
The western (green polygon), northeastern (coral polygon) and southeastern (pink polygon)
compartments are defined from hypocentral locations and will be relevant to the following
discussion.

For all compartments combined, b-value also shows a depth dependence
wherein b decreases from the surface to a minimum of b ≈ 1.0 at 2.75 km
(roughly the depth of injection; blue patches in Figure 10f) and then increases
with depth until the base of seismicity at roughly 5 km. This is counterintuitive
if we accept the reasoning that b-value is inversely proportional to differential620
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stress, which generally increases with increasing overburden at depth (Schor-
lemmer et al., 2005). However, Langenbruch and Shapiro (2014) suggested
that the negative correlation between differential stress and b-value holds only
until the boundaries of a considered rock volume are connected by critically-
stressed fractures. Beyond such a point, b-value will increase with increasing625

differential stress as an increasing population of small fractures fail and large,
critically-stressed fractures merge into a large, volume-bisecting fracture that
cannot grow in size (Langenbruch and Shapiro, 2014). Given that image logs
and well cuttings have revealed Rotokawa to be a highly-fractured and geo-
logically heterogeneous reservoir (Massiot et al., 2017; McNamara et al., 2016),630

such an interconnected, reservoir-spanning cluster of critically-stressed fractures
is plausible, perhaps explaining both the decrease in b-value to ∼2.5 km depth,
followed by the increase in b-value with increasing depth and differential stress
below. An alternative explanation for the systematic decrease in b-value at
reservoir depths may be related to vertical contraction of the reservoir due to635

downward, density-driven flow of injectate and the resulting anisotropic cooling
(see e.g. Jeanne et al., 2015a, for detailed explanation). This would produce
a preferential decrease in σ1 (≈ σV at Rotokawa), thereby decreasing the dif-
ferential stress in the reservoir and counteracting the effect of pore-pressure
buildup.640

Langenbruch and Shapiro (2014) also modeled an increase in b-value from
0.45 to 0.95 by varying the degree of complexity of the measured fractal distri-
bution (i.e. heterogeneity) in the elastic properties of the KTB borehole host
rock. Drilling at Ngatamariki has shown that intrusive bodies and dikes exist
at depths <3 km in the Taupō Volcanic Zone (Chambefort et al., 2016) and645

geochemical evidence suggests a similar intrusive body may sit below Rotokawa
(Winick et al., 2009). However, the nature of the heat source below Rotokawa is
unknown (Wilson and Rowland, 2016) and it is therefore difficult to argue that
geologic heterogeneity increases with depth below the base of the reservoir.

Finally, it is possible that the depths presented for our catalog are system-650

atically too deep, due to our lack of knowledge of the S-wave velocity structure
in the field. Errors reported by bootstrap resampling of the input data used by
GrowClust indicate an average horizontal uncertainty of 200 m and an average
depth uncertainty of 278 m. To test this hypothesis, we relocated the catalog
using only P-picks, and also using VP /VS ratios of 1.86 and 2.0 (compared to655

VP /VS = 1.72 presented here), all of which failed to change the depth depen-
dence of b-value in the catalog. Once work is completed on a 3-D tomographic
velocity model of the Ngatamariki and Rotokawa geothermal fields (following
Sewell et al., 2017), we may be better able to shed light on the depth uncertain-
ties of seismicity at Rotokawa.660

7. Conclusions

We analyze a four-year catalog of seismicity (2012–2015) for the Rotokawa
geothermal field, corresponding to the four years immediately following the peri-
ods analyzed by Sherburn et al. (2015) and Sewell et al. (2015b). While seismic-
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Figure 10: b-values with radius from the bottom of injection wells. RK23 (panels a and c)
and RK24 (panel b). Panel a) shows the distance from RK23 to all events in both eastern
compartments, combined. Panel b) shows the distance from well RK24 to all events in the
western compartment. Panel c) shows the distance from RK23 to all events in the catalog.
For all panels, the solid line shows the mean b in a moving window of 200 events with the filled
area showing one standard deviation. The statistics are plotted starting only once the window
reaches a minimum of 200 events (moving from the left). Panels d, e and f show the b-value
distribution with depth for the catalogs in panels a, b and c with the blue patches indicating
the approximate depth of injection from wells RK23 and RK24. The underlying data for all
panels are plotted at a gray heatmap with darker areas showing the areas of highest density.

ity during these four years is confined to the injection field, our catalog is able665

to identify structures within this compartment, revealing previously unknown
compartmentalization in this part of the reservoir. The locations presented are
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able to further constrain the location and orientation of the Central Field Fault,
and for the first time define the location of the Injection Field Fault, previously
mapped only through vertical well cutting offsets and temperature gradients670

between wells. In addition, we have identified a new structure, cutting across
the dominant NE–SW structural grain. This structure may help explain the
apparent pressure ‘leak’ between the injection field and central production com-
partment identified by tracer testing (Addison et al., 2017), where previously
no pressure support was identified.675

Finally, we have mapped the magnitude-frequency distribution (b-value) in
the reservoir. The pattern revealed is complex and fails to conform to a simpli-
fied model wherein b decays exponentially with distance from a pressure source
(Bachmann et al., 2012). However, b is different between our inferred com-
partments. Specifically, b is higher to the east of the Injection Field Fault,680

suggesting that pressure may not be diffusing as readily in this section of the
injection field, allowing non-critically-stressed fractures to fail more often than
in other compartments. This hypothesis could be tested by observing the dis-
tribution of focal mechanism orientations east and west of the IFF, with areas
of high pore-fluid pressure expected to exhibit a broader distribution of mech-685

anisms. It is possible that b-mapping at fields elsewhere could help to identify
areas of the reservoir with large pressure gradients or changes in the degree of
fracturing, which might exhibit as changes in the seismic b-value. We suggest
that these and other similar uses of earthquake magnitude information should
be used more often as a tool for reservoir understanding and management.690
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